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Abstract: The pervasive nature of networked things 

envision various   risks as these digital devices generate high 

volume of data with variable nature. The technological growth is 

also a product of highly interrelated complex data, so it becomes 

a strong argument for risks management in pervasive and 

internet of   things environments.     This research analyzes 

many risks present in   pervasive   and   IoT   environments. The 

paper   elaborates various   risk   analysis strategies   in   the 

pervasive and IoT environments which are    highly   

configurable in nature. The paper has implemented risk 

management in pervasive applications by providing risky code 

insights by a smart software. The risky regions of software code 

are analyzed by the software and managed on priority. The state 

of art constructs   a strong case for   establishing   

interrelationships   between   risks   management   and quality 

assurance in big computation environments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The  pervasive  devices with connected networks   have  

made  the  life  easier by  mobile interactions  with  digital  

devices.  This technology has enabled the communications to 

other digital devices without context awareness. The 

ubiquitous    environments own self adaptive nature and 

envisage quite complex computations which require risk 

management.  The IoT i.e. internet of things   permits   wide   

pervasive   platforms   that   involves the coupling of cyber 

physical systems. The variable relationships in automation, 

density and time invites requirement of risk management in 

the initial stages of software evolution. 

 

The   research   explores   pervasive   and   Internet   of   

Things environments risks, strategies for risk management 

and challenges involved. The research has been furcated into 

various sections to deal with risks, attacks and their 

mitigation   strategies   in   pervasive   and   IoT   

environments. Section 1 deals with Pervasive environment 

risks, applications and challenges. Next section elaborates 

Internet of things architecture, risks, attack vectors and 

challenges.  Section 3 deals with risk management strategies 
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in both environments.  

Next section has implemented risk management in 

pervasive environments by providing code alerts with the help 

of a smart software.    Last   section,   the   research   

conclusions are explained with future scope. 

II. PERVASIVE COMPUTING 

    This section has discussed definition, risks, applications 

and challenges involved in pervasive computing 

environments. 

 

A.   Definition 

The  definition  of  pervasive/ubiquitous  computing  has  been 

proposed  by  Mark  Weiser  the  methods  used  for  increasing 

computer   use   by   making   various   computing   resources 

available and making the resources invisible to the user [1]. 

The  Pervasive  devices  may  be  either  the  computing  

devices which can be carried by human beings   or   the   

infrastructure devices    which    may   be    embedded    in   the    

surrounding environments  [2].  Marcia  Riley  has  defines  

the  pervasive computing  as  the  calm  technology  in  which  

the  technology becomes virtually invisible in human beings 

lives. The major trends  in  computations  today  include  

getting  transition  from mainframe  to  desktop  to  again  

pervasive  computing.  This computing  uses  the  embedded  

systems  as  well  as  portable devices  for  user’s  saturation  

with  wireless  environments  that may include actuators/ 

sensors for interaction amongst human and  machines.  The  

pervasive  computing  capabilities  have been  integrated  into  

day  today  life  [3,  4,  5].  The complex meshed pervasive/ 

ubiquitous environment has been depicted in the Fig. 1 as 

given below [6]: 

 
Fig.1. Environment: Evolutionary Computation 
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B.  Risks 

Following are considered as the potential risks identified in 

pervasive computing environments [7]: 

The pervasive computing risks are categorized into three 

main categories i.e. Social risks, Environmental risks and 

Human risks. 

 Social Risks:  

 Following are the main social risks involved in the pervasive 

environment: 

•Undermining     the     privacy     regulations     due     to     ICT 

Identification 

• ICT Networking originated computer crimes 

• Isolation issues by ubiquitous information access 

• ICT pervaded life for restricted consumer freedom 

 

Environmental Risks: 

• Miniaturization   of   ICT   resulting   into   increase   in   

toxic materials 

• Power consumption increase 

• Disposal Problems 

• Virtual wear outs causing small product service life 

• Increased Residential energy consumptions 

 

Human Risks: 

• NIR exposure causing health hazards 

• Microelectronics causing health issues 

• Active implants causing health problems 

• Stress due to poor ergonomics 

• Stress due to the unpredictable technical systems 

 

C. Applications 

The application areas of pervasive computing are given as 

follows [8]: 

•Communications: Here the pervasive technology is 

connected with all data transmission forms and build a 

precondition for information technology. 

•Logistics:  These are used to keep track of logistical goods 

and transport mechanisms. 

•Motor traffic:  Drivers use automobiles invisible assistance 

System by internetworking with other vehicles. 

•Military:  Used for new weapons building and cryptographic 

information processing by fighting with external threats. 

•Production:    The    decentralized    production    systems    are 

developed to monitor and control it. 

•Smart homes: The smart homes smart technology has 

various devices for home lighting, heating, ventilation as well 

as communication. 

•E-commerce: The smart objects in pervasive computing have 

location based services and instruct the software agents for 

carrying out the business transactions. 

•Inner security: The smart cards are used as the identification 

systems i.e. in electronic passport; inner security system uses 

pervasive computing and in the surveillance of airports. 

•Medical technology:  The miniaturized, multifunctional and 

the medical applications are used for the smart implants. 

 

D.  Challenges 

As   pervasiveness   of   ubiquitous   technology   encompasses 

various technologies i.e. microelectronics, sensors so there 

are various  challenges  inherent  in  it  which  have  been  

drawn  as below [9, 10]: 

•Heterogeneity:   For      different      device      types, networks 

and environments. 

•Scalability:  As the number of resource increases the large 

scale deployments pose difficulty. Dependability   and   

Security:   It’s   really   difficult   to maintain the reliability, 

safety in the mission critical systems. 

• Privacy     and         Trust:     The trust amongst mobile 

devices is difficult to maintain. 

• Interoperability:      In  the  pervasive  computing  it  is 

cumbersome  to   maintain  interaction  among  various 

components. 

• Mobility: Providing data access anywhere anytime is a 

challenging task. 

• Context     Awareness:    By    user    state    information, 

finding the context information is very difficult task. 

• Context   Management:   As   per   context   information, 

modifying the system behavior by adapting to current 

scenarios. 

• Transparent   user   Interaction:   Very little distraction 

Needs are raised in pervasive environment for merging the 

user interface with the real world. 

• Invisibility: It’s really very difficult to make computers 

disappear    in    the    background    in    the    pervasive 

computing. 

III. INTERNET OF THINGS 

This section describes IoT (Internet of things) definition, 

architecture, risks, attacks and challenges.  

 

A.  Definition 

NIST defines IoT as the connected objects in networked 

infrastructure   which   interact   with   the   physical   world   

by sensors.   This   kind   of   infrastructure   further   enables   

data processing, storage and transportation [11]. 

IoT capabilities encompass various data processing, 

storage, transmission by interfacing and sensing. ITU-T 

expounds IoT as the universal framework   for   the   whole   

society which enables the resources by virtual 

interconnections and    by the help of interoperable   data   

communication technology [12]. 

 

B. Architecture 

The  architecture  for  IoT  should  be  open  using  protocols  

to support  various  network  applications.  The IoT 

architecture must be   adaptable,   secure   and   data   

integration   promoted [13]. 

The architecture is made of the following layers: 

• Perception-Layer: It has embedded sensor technology, 

Nano technology, embedded intelligence for objects 

identification and information gathering from outside world. 

• Network-Layer: It comprises of wireless    sensor 

technology, fixed networks, 2G/3G communications,               

and IP networks. Information from   various   devices/sensors   

is transferred to information processors from this layer. 

• Support-Layer: This    layer    is    quite    close    to 

application   layer   and   comprises   of   information 

processors. 
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• Application-Layer: All    practical applications are 

developed as per user requirements. 

The  architecture  for  internet  of  things  is  given  below  in  

the Fig. 2 as below[14]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Architecture: IoT (Internet of Things) 

 

C.  Risks 

The IoT risk factors are described as below [15]: 

• Forge Attacks 

• Network Routing 

• Buffer Overflow 

• DoS attack 

• Defect Expose 

• Information Leakage 

• Channel block 

• Node Access 

• Network Vulnerability 

• Password Vulnerability 

• Physical Attacks 

 

D. Attacks 

Following attack vectors or threats exist in IoT   

environment [16]: 

• Viruses 

• Phishing 

• Credential Harvesting 

• Web attacks 

• Weak Passwords 

• Zero day 

• Hypervisor Breach BIOS/Hardware 

• Weak Cryptography 

• Spear Phishing 

• Network Breach (Firewall, Router) 

• Two Factor Compromise 

 

E.  Challenges 

Various   types   of   challenges   i.e.      Efficiency,   

reliability, scalability, availability,       interoperability,        

storage     and security   challenges   exist   in   internet   of   

things [17].  The scalability   challenges   have   poor   

response   time   and   bad analytics.  As  the  interconnected  

devices  increase  in  number and  the  technology  changes  

frequently  the  IoT  scalability issues arise which are bad 

process  linkages  at  organizational level,   unclear  

information  transmission,  data  exchanges  and the 

legislation  issues,  transmission  protocols,    infrastructure 

and  device  linkage  issues. Reliability challenges encompass 

bad system architecture, underdeveloped system and transfer 

level issues [18]. Efficiency challenges are linked to 

incompetent machine learning procedures   and real time data 

analysis issues. Availability    challenges needs to satisfy the 

need of connecting any network, any place, any service, any 

time and anything [19].    Data    storage issues in IoT have       

virtualization,        variability,        veracity, velocity, volume, 

value, validity, volatility and variety issues. IoT security 

assurance, the care of information, operational, physical and 

IT security issues are taken [20]. 

IV. RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN 

PERVASIVE & IOT ENVIRIONMENTS  

This section describes risks management in pervasive and 

Internet of things environment.  

Various types of models have been proposed in past for risk 

assessment and management in pervasive environments.  As 

risk  management    tells      how  to  identify  the    computing 

environment  risks and how  to  assess  them  , finally how  to 

mitigate risks. The computer crime and abuse survey 

indicates that  42%  (around)  respondents  experience  mobile  

devices theft,  out  of  which  6%  incurs  intellectual  property 

loss  [21]. Various risk assessment methods i.e. MEHARI, 

CRAMM and OCTAVE have been used for risks assessment 

for mobile devices    [22-24].    First,    the    asset    values,    

threats    and vulnerabilities are identified and then further 

categorization is done.   Once categorization process gets 

completed the asset value   categories,   threats,   

vulnerabilities   are   calculated   to further mitigate them.  

Once  risk  calculation  process  is  over, adaption  through  

community  is  done  to  mitigate  them  [25]. The temporary 

risk matrix has been given in the Table 1[25]. 
 

Table 1: Risk Matrix 

 
 

In   the   pervasive   environment,   the   risk   probabilities   

are associated   with   the   degree   of   interaction   amongst   

the computing devices for which the following formula is 

given [26]: 

 

Pi = F (Xi) + Zi    ………….      (1)  

 

Where 

Pi = Risk Probability Distribution Xi 

Zi=Random Distribution Vector 

Fi= Feature vector interaction which has feature elements      

for context specification. 
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The   IoT   complex   data   nature   asks   for   continuous   

risk assessment.   The IoT  generated  data is considered  as  

private and  requires  more  attention  as  well  as  privacy 

controls  [27]. The security and privacy risks should be 

managed by best risk management    strategies.    The    todays    

risk    management methodologies are not sufficient for IoT 

because of very less periodic  assessment,  less  knowledge  

and  not  targeting  the unknown  aspects  of  system.  Risk 

management in IoT is dealt in four steps.    First is the risk 

assessment building where all the system characteristics are 

identified?  Second is to find all the risks/ vulnerabilities and 

third is by calculating risks   by   finding   asset   risks   as   well   

as   the   propagation probability. Once all the risks levels 

obtained then risk control recommendations    have    been    

followed    properly.    Risk management     strategies     in     

IoT     has    Encryption     & Authentication,  RFID    2    way    

Authentication , cloaking greedy algorithm, K-  anonymity, 

EBIOS ,OM-AM   model, HMG     ISI     method,     Block     

chains,  RPL  protocol, DRAMIA  method,  adaptive    risk    

aware privacy aware RBAC  and the algorithm of association 

rules. 

V.  IMPLEMENTATING RISK MANAGEMENT FOR 

A PERVASIVE/SMART APPLICATION  

This section describes how risks may be managed for a 

pervasive application by smart software after identifying code 

alerts and risky code regions. The pervasive application 

Prophet has been taken from GitHub repository [28]. A smart 

vendor has been utilized for identifying the riskiest items of 

the application scanned [29]. The smart application is 

scanned first by the smart software and the risk distribution is 

found as per technology, software resiliency, agility and 

elegance as depicted in the Fig. 3 below:  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Risk distribution technology wise 

Once the risks distribution is identified, the riskiest items 

of application scanned are identified by code alerts. The code 

alerts for various technologies used in the application 

scanned, have been depicted in Fig.4, 5, 6 as per software 

resiliency , agility and elegance.  

  

 
Fig. 4. Code Alerts as per software resiliency and 

JavaScript Technology 

 

 
Fig. 5. Code Alerts as per software agility and JavaScript 

Technology 

 

Fig. 6. Code Alerts as per software Elegance and JavaScript 

Technology 
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Photo 

 

Here once the code alerts and their frequency are identified, 

the location of riskiest files which need to be handled on 

priority are taken care off, thus reducing the application risks.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE SCOPE  

The research has successfully explored risks, attacks, risk 

management strategies in pervasive and internet of things 

environment. Due to ubiquitous and mobile nature of these 

software’s, it’s essential to manage the software risks to 

assure their quality. The paper has used a smart vendor 

solution for identifying the riskiest items of a pervasive 

application and therefore can reduce the risks by either 

removing those files or reducing the frequency of risky code 

size. This research will prove a foundation for establishing 

interrelations between risk management and quality 

assurance in the ubiquitous and highly networked 

environments i.e. Internet of things.  
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